[1] We have analyzed Cluster magnetic field and plasma data during high-altitude cusp crossing and compared them with high-resolution MHD simulations. Cluster encountered a diamagnetic cavity (DMC) during northward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions, and as the IMF rotated southward, the spacecraft reencountered the cavity more at the sunward side of the cusp because the reconnection site had changed location. We found evidence of magnetic reconnection both during northward and southward IMF conditions. The Cluster separation was ∼5000 km, enabling for the first time measurements both inside the DMC and surrounding boundaries that allowed us to construct the structure of the DMC and put the observations of ion pitch angle distributions in context of local reconnection topology and gradients of the boundaries. The cavity is characterized by strong magnetic field fluctuations and high-energy particles. At the magnetosheath boundary the high-energy particle fluxes reduced by several orders of magnitude. Throughout the magnetosheath, the high-energy proton fluxes remained low except during brief intervals when sc4 and sc1 dropped back into the cavity due to changes in solar wind dynamic pressure. However, the high-energy O+ fluxes did not drop as much in the magnetosheath and were mostly at 60°-120°pitch angles, indicative of a trapped population in the DMC which is observed in the magnetosheath due to a large gyroradius. Significant fluxes of protons and ionized oxygen were also observed escaping from the diamagnetic cavity antiparallel to the magnetic field in a time scale more consistent with the local DMC source than with a reflected bow shock source.
Introduction
[2] The geomagnetic cusps are a key structural elements of the magnetospheric boundary layers and the magnetosheath plasma has the most direct access to the ionosphere through high-altitude cusps [Heikkilä and Winningham, 1971; Frank and Ackerson, 1971] . Prior to four spacecraft, multi-instrument Cluster mission, in situ measurements of the cusps and high-latitude magnetopause were provided by HEOS, ISEE2, Hawkeye, Polar and Interball missions [e.g., Paschmann et al., 1976; Gosling et al., 1991; Kessel et al., 1996; Dunlop et al., 2000] . Of particular interest has been the identification of lobe reconnection [Gosling et al., 1991; Kessel et al., 1996; Scudder et al., 2002; Fuselier et al., 2000; Russell et al., 2000] and the spatial extent of the cusp [Zhou et al., 1999 [Zhou et al., , 2000 . The cusps also exhibit significant magnetic field fluctuations which can be created by solar wind (bow shock) perturbations, magnetic reconnection or intrinsic instabilities present in the cusp [Savin et al., 1998; Chen and Fritz, 1998; Le et al., 2001; Savin et al., 2002 Savin et al., , 2004 .
[3] Cluster has been ideal for studying the high-altitude and midaltitude cusps. Cluster has revealed for the first time many important observational aspects of the structure of the high-altitude cusps, and especially how they are related to the prevailing solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions [e.g., Lavraud and Cargill, 2005; Cargill et al., 2005; Lavraud et al., 2005a] . For Northward IMF, a picture is emerging of a cusp influenced by lobe reconnection [Vontrat-Reberac et al., 2003; Twitty et al., 2004; Lavraud et al., 2005a] with Earthward directed plasma jets being observed, but also containing regions of stagnant plasma [Lavraud et al., 2002 . On the other hand, for Southward IMF, the cusp is dominated by tailward convection due to subsolar reconnection [Cargill et al., 2004] .
[4] One particularly interesting aspect of the cusp encounters have been the observations of extensive regions of magnetic field fluctuations seemingly associated with Earthward directed plasma flows generated by lobe reconnection. These flows are observed near the boundary between the cusp and lobe, where the magnetic field is still quite large, ∼100-60 nT [Nykyri et al., 2003a Sundkvist et al., 2005; Nykyri et al., 2006a] . The level of fluctuations appears to correlate with the magnitude of the flows and the ion number flux, and also shows wave activity with strong peaks at the ion cyclotron frequency. The role that these waves play in heating, scattering and transport is still unclear. The energy level in these waves close to ion cyclotron frequency is small and assuming a complete dissipation of the wave with an amplitude of 5 nT in plasma density of 10/cm 3 , one would expect a temperature increase of 10 5 K which is insignificant compared to measured temperatures in the cusp which are typically 2-10 MK. However, these waves may have sufficient energy to accelerate a small fraction of the distribution. In addition statistical study of the properties of the exterior cusp has shown that the magnetic field fluctuations are closely associated with the magnetic shear angle, which indicates that the largeamplitude fluctuations in the high-latitude exterior cusp region are mainly produced by the high-latitude reconnection process [Zhang et al., 2005] . Our observations of reconnection signatures in the present paper and in the work by Nykyri et al. [2011] are in agreement with this result.
[5] Despite these advances, there are still unresolved questions concerning the cusp physics. Probably the biggest is on the origin of cusp energetic particles (CEPs) observed at the high-altitude cusp during intervals of strongly depressed magnetic field [Chen and Fritz, 1998 ]. These regions of depressed magnetic field at high-altitude cusp are called diamagnetic cavities (DMCs) and they are frequently occupied by high-energy particle populations [Chen and Fritz, 1998; Fritz et al., 1999; Chen and Fritz, 2001; Zhang et al., 2005; Whitaker et al., 2006 Whitaker et al., , 2007 Walsh et al., 2007; Niehof et al., 2008; Walsh et al., 2010] . Zhang et al. [2005] showed that high-energy ions above 28 keV are present most of the time while high-energy electrons are less frequent. Currently there are three schools of thought on the origin of these high-energy populations: (1) local acceleration [Chen and Fritz, 1998; Chen, 2008] , (2) bow shock source [Chang et al., 1998 [Chang et al., , 2000 Trattner et al., 2001] , and (3) magnetospheric source [Sibeck et al., 1987; Fuselier et al., 1991; Kremser et al., 1995; Delcourt and Sauvaud, 1998; Lavraud et al., 2005b; Mursula, 2005, 2006] .
[6] Chen and Fritz [1998] have suggested that energetic ion populations are generated by acceleration via ULF wave turbulence present in DMCs. In order to understand the physical mechanisms that could accelerate the ions in the cusp one needs first to identify what is the "turbulence" in the DMCs. We demonstrate in this paper and in the work by Nykyri et al. [2011] that what looks like "turbulence" in the time series is in fact mostly motion of the structure by spacecraft.
[7] Our motivation for the present study has been to identify the source for the high-energy particles in the cusp diamagnetic cavity and obtain a better understanding of reconnection dynamics, structure, fluctuations in the cavity, formation and re-formation of the cavity for changing IMF orientation, and properties of ion distribution functions and high-energy particles in relation to cavity boundaries. In order to find an event with simultaneous measurements in the cavity and surrounding magnetosheath we searched through Cluster spacecraft orbits between 2001 and 2005 in order to find a perfect event where the IMF changes from northward to southward and spacecraft separation is large enough to study plasma properties simultaneously in the DMC and in the magnetosheath.
[8] Our survey indicates that Cluster encountered clear DMCs only when the dynamic pressure of the solar wind was high enough (typically above ∼2 nPa). During many (about one third) of the high-altitude cusp crossings Cluster observes a magnetic field that is not depressed like during DMCs but gradually decreases from ∼100 nT to ∼20 nT. This is due to the Cluster orbit. For Polar spacecraft, that observes DMCs most of the time during high-altitude cusp crossing and for extended time periods, the DMC is in the apogee of the orbit so Polar moves very slowly through this region. Cluster moves faster through this region and at lower altitude during part of the orbit, so it only "sees" clear diamagnetic cavity during intervals of enhanced dynamic pressure.
[9] We have divided the material of this study into three papers. The present paper discusses the structure, size and dynamics of cusp diamagnetic cavity, the second paper focuses on analysis of the magnetic field fluctuations in the DMC [Nykyri et al., 2011] , and the third paper discusses the high-energy particle observations in the DMC (K. Nykyri et al., On the origin of high-energy particles in cusp diamagnetic cavity, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2010) . In order to explain the high-energy particle observations a good understanding of reconnection structure, dynamics and boundary normal orientations is needed.
[10] The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the instrumentation and data analysis tools, section 3 discusses an overview of the event, section 4 describes the reconnection dynamics and observations, section 5 describes the structure of the cavity and analysis of "sheath intervals" that show presence of high-energy particles, section 6 concludes the study and Appendix A illustrates the method used in determination of stability and error estimates of the boundary normals that are used in determining the size and orientation of the boundaries in the DMC.
Instrumentation and Data Analysis Tools
[11] We use data from four instruments on Cluster. From each spacecraft, we use magnetic field measurements from the Flux Gate Magnetometer (FGM) [Balogh et al., 2001] , with a sampling rate of 4 vectors/s; ion spectra and moments from the Cluster Ion Spectrometer (CIS) [Rème et al., 2001] from spacecraft 1 (sc1), 3 (sc3) and 4 (sc4) and energetic particle data from RAPID (Research with Adaptive Particle Imaging Detectors) spectrometer [Wilken et al., 2001] . We use 4 s time resolution data for temperature, velocity and density from the Hot Ion Analyzes (HIA) on sc1 and sc3. The HIA data has some data gaps that are linearly interpolated. The longest (shortest) data gaps are 48 s (4 s) in duration. The proton velocity, temperature and densities for sc4 are obtained from the ion Composition and Distribution Function analyzer (CODIF) for every 4 s and 8 s during some intervals. Our data analysis tools use the de HoffmanTeller (HT) analysis and the Walén relation [Sonnerup et al., 1995] . The HT frame is a frame where the convection electric field vanishes, thus indicating an approximately steady state plasma configuration. The electric field for the HT plots is calculated from −v obs × b obs , where b obs and v obs are obtained from FGM and CIS data, respectively. The HT velocity, v HT , is determined by minimizing |(v − v obs ) × b obs | 2 in terms of the constant transformation velocity v for a given data set [Sonnerup et al., 1995] . In order to obtain a slope for the HT frame a linear least squares fit is calculated for the data set: electric field components on the y axis and HT electric field on the x axis.
[12] The Walén relation is calculated in the HT frame as v − v HT = ± C v A and implies that in the HT frame the plasma flow velocity is Alfvénic [Sonnerup et al., 1995] .
, where a = (T k − T ? )n p k B m 0 /B 2 is the pressure anisotropy correction [e.g., Sonnerup et al., 1981] . The Walén relation is satisfied for Alfvén waves, rotational discontinuities, but also approximately for intermediate and switch-off slow shocks. These phenomena are often associated with magnetic reconnection.
[13] The boundary normal directions are calculated using the minimum variance of the magnetic field (MVAB), maximum variance of the electric field (MVAE) [Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998 ] and Minimum Faraday Residue (MFR) method [Khrabrov and Sonnerup, 1998 ]. Haaland et al. [2004] used MFR method and compared it with other single-spacecraft and multispacecraft methods for the magnetopause event. They found that multispacecraft technique Constant Thickness Approach (CTA) and a hybrid technique CTAM gave reasonably good agreement (≈5°) with MFR method. For our event, the dominant magnetic field and the dominant plasma velocity are tangential to the boundary layer such that the maximum variance for the convection electric field should be normal to the layer.
Overview of the Cusp Encounter
[14] The DMC crossings are on the outbound leg of Cluster orbit in the Northern hemisphere at ∼8 R E altitude. Cluster trajectory and constellation (magnified by factor of 3) in GSM coordinates are presented in Figure 1 . Cluster spacecraft separation is ∼5000 km enabling simultaneous multipoint observations of plasma and magnetic field properties both inside and outside the cusp DMC. Spacecraft 4 (sc4 hereafter) is leading the constellation (blue), followed by sc2 (red), sc1 (black) and sc3 (green).
[15] The overview of the Cluster observations between 1830 and 2030 UT on 14 February 2003 is presented in Figure 2 . The measurements of spacecraft 1, 2, 3 and 4 are marked with black, red, green and blue, respectively. The plasma observations show ion number density (Figure 2a ), three components of the ion velocity (Figures 2b-2d) , total ion velocity (Figure 2e ), and ion temperature (Figure 2f ). The magnetic field components and total magnetic field Figure 2k . Initial time lag is calculated between 1830 and 2030 UT from Dt = Dx/hv x i where Dx is the distance between ACE and Cluster along x-direction and hv x i is the average of the x component of the solar wind speed. This gives a time lag of ∼49.1 min. This procedure is repeated for the ACE data that has been shifted by 49.1 min and this gives a new time lag of 48.9 min, which indicates that there was no big discontinuity in solar wind speed between 1741 and 2030 UT. The v x in the solar wind during this shifted 2 h interval varies between ∼−455 km/s and −515 km/s which can cause a difference of ∼6 min in time lag estimates. We have used the time lag of 44 min in order to better match the main features in the Cluster data.
[16] The lagged ACE data indicates that the IMF was strongly northward up to 1948 UT, after which it starts to rotate southward reaching −9 nT at 2006 UT. The IMF returns back northward reaching 7 nT by ∼2019 UT. The solar wind speed (not shown) is ∼500 km/s and the dynamic pressure varies between 2.5 and 4.3 nPa.
[17] The transition from the tail lobe magnetosphere (MSP) to the DMC is characterized by an increase of plasma density, enhanced magnetic field fluctuations, depressed total magnetic field, appearance of large field aligned plasma flows associated with lobe reconnection during prevailing northward IMF conditions and enhanced plasma temperature. Note that the cavity region is more pronounced here and the observed plasma temperatures are much higher than for the cusp crossing reported by Lavraud et al. [2002] , which occurred during a low dynamic pressure of the solar wind. They also did not report any observations of highenergy particles during this crossing.
[18] This transition from MSP to DMC occurs first for sc4 between 1830 and 1850 UT, followed by sc1 at 1850 UT and finally by sc3 at 1905 UT. There are no CIS measurements for sc2, but based on the magnetic field signatures, the transition to diamagnetic cavity occurs slightly earlier for sc2 than for sc1. This can be most easily seen as a sharp decrease of total magnetic field at 1850 UT (at sc2) and at 1851 UT (at sc1). Based on the density measurements, the transition from MSP to cusp is gradual at sc4, but is more abrupt at sc1 and at sc3. One can also notice that sc1 returns briefly back to the MSP at ∼1855 UT before finally returning back to the cavity. This is produced by back and forth motion of the cavity boundary by sc1 due to dynamic pressure variations [Nykyri et al., 2011] .
[19] Sc1 and sc4 are in the cavity until ∼1918 UT after which they move to the magnetosheath. The transition into magnetosheath is probably mostly produced by dynamic pressure enhancement in the solar wind: during the first magnetosheath interval the average level of the dynamic pressure is higher than during the cavity intervals. The sharp pressure enhancement at 1917-1918 UT seem to be associated with sc1 and sc4 transition into magnetosheath which is followed by another pressure enhancement [1921] [1922] UT which may be associated with sc2 transition into magnetosheath. The transition into magnetosheath may also be associated with the slight change in reconnection site because b z is increased from previous cavity interval and the spacecraft have moved further sunward. For more northward IMF the cavity is formed more tailward (see later discussion of Figure 3 ) which could partly explain (together with dynamic pressure enhancement) why three of the spacecraft move into magnetosheath. Note that sc3 remains in the cavity because it is furthest tailward but is also furthest away from magnetosheath along z direction (is deepest in the cavity), so pressure variation does not move it into magnetosheath compared to those spacecraft that have a higher z coordinate. Evidence for the change of reconnection site may be the fast flows observed by sc3 at ∼1925 UT. The magnetosheath is characterized by a steady tailward ion velocity (negative v x ), decreased ion temperature and increased magnetic field. The draping of the IMF around the magnetopause generates a strong negative b x in the magnetosheath.
[20] The lagged ACE data shows that IMF starts to rotate from northward to southward at ∼1948 UT which is also accompanied by the dynamic pressure decrease of 40%. The change of the reconnection site and dynamic pressure decrease can cause a motion of magnetopause and cavity boundaries such that sc1, sc2 and sc4 reencounter the region of the depressed field. It seems that the transition into cavity is mostly due to changing IMF because the subsequent pressure increase that starts at ∼2000 UT is not adequate to move the spacecraft back into magnetosheath. The change of the reconnection site is further demonstrated with Walén relations and de Hoffman-Teller frame velocities in section 4. [21] The last transition into magnetosheath seems to be associated with both: the sharp pressure increase at ∼2014 UT and the change of b z from southward to zero. Note that when pressure reduces by 2015 UT, sc4 which is closest to cavity boundary drops back to weak field region but finally returns back to magnetosheath as the IMF has rotated more northward. During this strong northward IMF the cavity has moved so much tailward that even the large pressure decrease after 2018 UT is not adequate to bring the spacecraft back into cavity.
[ tation. The background color is magnetic field strength and Sun is to the left. One can see that the region of depressed field is forming more sunward for southward IMF compared to northward IMF orientation. This can be explained by reconnection site changing location when IMF b z turns from northward to southward. Note that these results are presented in simulation coordinates. Qualitatively this movement of DMC sunward with southward turning IMF agrees with the Cluster observations. Numerous studies have shown the motion of the cusp sunward with southward IMF in observations [Burch, 1973; Newell and Meng, 1987; Palmroth et al., 2001b; Pitout et al., 2006; Niehof et al., 2010] and in global MHD simulations [Palmroth et al., 2001a] . In our event sc3 remains in the cavity the entire time so the re-formed cavity must overlap with the original one that was formed during b z > 0.
[23] Energy-time spectrograms of the high-energy particles measured by sc4 are presented in Comparison of Figure 4 with the total magnetic field measurements shown in Figure 2 reveals that the high-energy particles up to few hundred keV are present during the intervals with depressed magnetic field. The spacecraft have also brief reencounters with the cavity-like plasma and high-energy particles during the "sheath" intervals. An example of such interval can be seen between 1945 and 1950 UT at sc4 (also sc1 reencounters the cavity during this interval (not shown)).
[24] We have found several reconnection intervals with good HT frames satisfying the Walén relation for both northward and southward IMF orientation. In section 4 we will discuss the reconnection geometry and search for reconnection intervals in more detail.
Fluid and Particle Evidence for Magnetic Reconnection
[25] We have automated the search for reconnection intervals by applying a sliding window over the data between 1830-2030 UT and testing for a reconnection criteria. In order to ensure that we find most of the reconnection intervals, we have used window sizes of 90, 80, 70, 60, 54, 48, 42, 36, 30, 24, 18 and 12 s. A 6 s sliding is used for 30-90 s searches and a 4 s sliding for 12-24 s searches. We have required that the Walén slopes are between 0.7 and 1.1 for 30-90 s search intervals and between 0.8 and 1.1 for 12-24 s search intervals, and that HT frame slopes are between 0.8 and 1.2. In addition we have required that the correlation coefficients for both tests are at least 0.9. The scatter plots, hodograms, and ion distribution functions of the search results are then examined. Because the data sampling frequency is 4 s, and magnetic field and plasma data is interpolated before calculating Walén relation and HT frame velocity, some interval lengths recorded in Tables 1 and 2 can be few seconds shorter or longer than length of the search window size. We have recorded information of the good reconnection intervals into Tables 1 and 2 and have eliminated those intervals from Tables 1 and 2 that had a longer-duration data gap. If a 48 s window is embedded inside a 54 s window, so that both of these satisfy the search criteria, we have recorded the information of the interval having the better slopes and less scatter in Walén and HT frame plots into Tables 1 and 2. In case two intervals are partially overlapping, we have recorded information of the both. We have applied this search method for reconnection intervals before at the low-latitude boundary layer [Nykyri et al., 2006b ]. of ∼45°) and has a strong negative b x component, generating a region of largest magnetic shear at the tailward-duskside northern cusp. Reconnection in this geometry will result in two flux tubes moving approximately in opposite directions: one moving sunward and dawnward with positive v x and negative v y (type A), and another moving tailward and duskward with negative v x and positive v y (type B). The most intervals observed up to 1958 UT are type A. All intervals after 2015 UT have the slopes and v x and v y components consistent with type B reconnection, but the very large v z and the spacecraft location are not consistent with type B lobe reconnection (see more discussion in section 4.3).
[27] The v z components of the HT velocities for the type A intervals are mostly negative, although there are few intervals where they are positive. The angle between dipole tilt and z GSM axis is −3°at 1830 UT so the dipole points away from the Sun, which together with the fact that dynamic pressure is high and variable may explain the observed positive v z components during some of the type A events: a pressure pulse can locally compress the magnetopause generating a magnetic tension force with positive z component. This may also depend on what altitude the spacecraft are crossing the flux tube and how "fresh" (e.g., how long ago it has reconnected) the flux tube is. For example, sc4 observes a HT velocity of [77, −41, 197] km/s at 1905-1906 UT when the SW dynamic pressure (shown in Figure 2 ), P dyn , increases by 10%. P dyn actually shows even larger 75% variations between 1906 and 1909 UT. Considering that solar wind v x is also varying between −515 km and −455 km, some inaccuracies (order of 2-3 min) will follow when average solar wind speed is used in time lag estimation, so that this signature may be associated with the 75% pressure variation.
[28] The slopes of the Walén relations depend on from which side of the x line the spacecraft cross the reconnected flux tube. Crossing (or partial crossing) of the sunward moving flux tube originating from lobe reconnection (type A) would result in a positive slope, since the normal component of plasma velocity, v N , and magnetic field, b N , have the same sign. Most of the intervals have positive slopes during northward IMF.
Example of the Reconnection Interval During Northward IMF
[29] An example of a typical reconnection interval during northward IMF measured by sc1 is shown in Figure 5 . 44 s = ∼1.65 R E (probably feeling some resistance by the magnetosheath flow), so it is likely that several reconnected flux tubes are swept by sc1 during this interval.
[30] Figure 6a shows a cartoon of a time history of reconnected field lines ("1" refers to field line that reconnected first and "3" refers to a field line that is just reconnecting) and relative trajectory of sc1 with respect to reconnected flux tubes; the curve labeled c-f refers to measured distribution functions in Figure 5 . The ion distribution functions (Figures 5c-5f ) show most flux in quadrants 1 and 2 (numbering scheme for quadrants is illustrated in Figure 5c ), indicating that particles are moving parallel to magnetic field and that the mirrored population is absent, which indicates that field lines are freshly reconnected. Eventually the sunward motion of the reconnected field lines gets reduced, which may explain the relatively small v x component during the beginning of the interval and some reflected particles in the ion distribution functions in Figures 5c-5e. As sc1 crosses more freshly reconnected field lines the v x increases to 275 km/s and simultaneously the b x rotates from −7 to 15 nT. One should also remember that the reconnection is happening at the duskside of the cusp so the actual motion of the field lines has the largest −y component. Finally we would like to note that highly variable dynamic pressure of the solar wind will make this entire region to oscillate in a time scale of 3-5 min, which would also result in relative motion of the reconnected flux tubes by the spacecraft. However, the b z and b y remain negative during this interval, so sc1 is not crossing into the magnetosheath side of the reconnected flux tube where the b z and b y should be positive for the prevailing draping geometry of the IMF. This is also consistent with the absence of antiparallel ion population in the distribution function in Figure 5f .
[31] A larger interval around the interval in Figure 5 from 1908:36 to 1910:12 UT also yields a reasonable Walén relation with a positive slope of 0.74 and HT frame of 0.89. The MVAB and MFR tests show a hodogram that is a mirror image of letter "S" and MVAE test shows a "S" shaped hodogram (see Figure 7 and caption for more details). The S-shaped hodograms have been observed at the magnetopause [Berchem and Russell, 1982] , and could be associated with the Alfvén (intermediate) shocks [Lyu and Kan, 1989] .
Reconnection Signatures During Southward IMF 4.2.1. The de Hoffman-Teller Frame Velocities and Slopes of the Walén Relations
[32] Between 1954 and 2015 UT, the IMF remained duskward and IMF b z turns gradually from 0 nT to −10 nT and then gradually back up to 0 nT. When the IMF clock angle becomes 135°, the most antiparallel region forms at sunward, duskside cusp, so the reconnection site is expected to move from duskside cusp (approximate location during b z ∼ 0 nT) further sunward (in MLT). Table 2 indicates that the HT velocities change and increase after 2004 UT compared to two intervals observed by sc4 at ∼2000 and 2001 UT when b z is closer to zero. These changing HT velocities are likely to be evidence for reconnection site moving sunward. However, throughout 1954-2015 UT, the reconnection region remains somewhere between duskside-sunward cusp. In this geometry the reconnected flux tubes will move tailward and dawnward (type C), and duskward and sunward (type D). Table 2 indicates that nearly all of the intervals between 1958 and 2015 UT have HT velocities consistent with type C reconnection (see discussion on abnormalities in section 4.3). The blue line is the solar wind magnetic field line, the red lines are reconnected field lines, and black lines depict closed magnetic field lines. Numbering shows the time sequence of the events, where 1 refers to a field line that reconnected first and 3 refers to a field line that is just reconnecting. The purple curves labeled c-f and c-e illustrate how the spacecraft might be moving relative to reconnected field lines in order to explain the observed HT frame velocities, magnetic and velocity fields, and ion distribution functions presented in Figures 5 and 8 , respectively. Note that although Cluster is traveling from left to right with ∼3 km/s, the motion of the flux tubes by the spacecraft both naturally and due to variations of P dyn in solar wind is much faster, possibly resulting in observed sequence of events in the time series. (Figure 8c ) most flux is in the first and fourth quadrant indicating that particles are streaming both parallel and antiparallel to magnetic field; at the center of the interval ( Figure 8d ) the parallel population becomes more dominant and at the end of the interval ions propagate mostly antiparallel to magnetic field. During this interval the b x rotates from positive to negative to positive and simultaneously plasma flow speed increases first from ∼100 km/s to 325 km/s and then drops back to ∼250 km/s. There are also strong variations in other components, but the rotation of b x gives the clearest signature in order to interpret how sc3 might be moving with respect to the reconnected flux tube. The cartoon in Figure 6b illustrates the relative trajectory of sc3 by the reconnected flux tube in order to explain the observed signature: (1) this field line reconnected first which is indicated by reduced tailward flow, presence of both incoming and reflected ion population (see Figure 8c ), positive b x and negative b z ; (2) this field line reconnected later having larger tailward flow, larger incoming ion population, smaller reflected population, small negative b x and b z indicating that sc3 is crossing that close to the middle; and (3) this field line reconnected last which is indicated by tailward flow with positive v z . Positive b x , negative b z , reduced plasma temperature and strong antiparallel population indicate that sc3 crossed this field line into the magnetosheath side. Here also the variable dynamic pressure of the solar wind can result in relative motion of the flux tubes by the spacecraft. The MVAE hodogram (not shown) of the extended interval (2007:40-2008:24 UT) measured by sc3
Example of the Reconnection Interval During
shows an S-shaped hodogram, similar to sc1 interval in Figure 7 , while MVAB and MFR tests show an upper curve of S shape and a squeezed lower arc of the S.
Abnormalities in Observations of Reconnection Signatures
[34] Most of the reconnection signatures were consistent with expected reconnection geometry during northward and southward IMF with strong b y but we also encountered some puzzling observations. Sc3 observes a negative slope during southward IMF with strongly enhanced negative v y component of the HT frame velocity (see sc3 interval in Table 2 at 2005:39-2005:51 UT). Examination of plasma and magnetic field data (not shown) indicates that during this interval plasma density gets reduced from ∼10/cc to ∼3/cc; b x changes from ∼−30 nT to −18 nT; b y varies between −30 nT to −20 nT; b z changes from +19 nT to 5 nT and plasma velocity gets reduced from 330 km/s to 100 km/s. This may suggest that sc3 crossed a reconnected flux tube (type C) more at the magnetospheric side (see cartoon of the magnetic field geometry in Figure 6b , which shows that b x (b z ) should be negative (positive) on magnetospheric side of reconnected flux tube #3).
[35] The last two intervals with northward IMF showed a strongly positive v z component of the HT velocity. Considering the spacecraft have moved more sunward it first seems unlikely that they are observing the tailward moving flux tube originating from lobe reconnection at duskside cusp, also the observed v z components should be smaller. Understanding these last intervals in Table 2 requires further work, but they might be signatures of dayside component merging or merging between IMF and magnetic flux gen- −281, 185, 205] erated during previous southward IMF interval. During southward IMF more magnetic flux has piled up at high latitudes (see red field lines in Figure 6b ), so when IMF turns northward reconnection occurs between this newly generated (red) flux and IMF resulting in tailward moving flux tubes with positive v z originating from more dayside (compared to location of the tailward moving flux tube in Figure 6a ) and it would explain why Cluster can observe these closer to dayside.
Structure and Size of the Cavity
[36] The size and structure of the DMC is calculated by estimating boundary normal orientations and projecting the spacecraft separation pairs along these boundary normal directions. We have calculated the normals with three different methods: minimum variance of the magnetic field (MVAB), maximum variance of −VxB electric field (MVAE) and minimum Faraday residue method (MFR), except that for sc2 we only use MVAB technique due to lack of plasma data.
[37] We have not used multispacecraft techniques such as Constant Thickness Approach (CTA) [e.g., Haaland et al., 2004] for determining boundary orientation due to following reasons: (1) the spacecraft separation is so large that during the magnetosphere-cavity crossing (≈1840-1900 UT at sc1, sc2 and sc3) sc3 crosses the cavity 30 min later than other spacecraft and at different altitude so there is not good correlation between four spacecraft measurements; (2) IMF conditions have changed during this 30 min interval, so that by the time sc3 gets into the cavity the b z is dominating over b y so the reconnection site and thus the boundary normal orientation have possibly changed as sc3 crosses the boundary; and (3) when determining the orientation of the cavitymagnetosheath boundary only three of the spacecraft are doing the transition from cavity to sheath.
[38] Because the normal calculations are sensitive to the fluctuations in the data and length of the analysis window we have checked the time stationarity and error estimates for the normals by doing MVAB, MVAE, MFR on sets of nested data segments centered at the middle (or close to middle) of the current sheet [Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998 ]. The smallest segment has only three data points (M value of 3), and then each subsequent segment has one additional data point added at both ends (M value increases by increments of two). Appendix A shows an example of plateau normal calculation with error estimates.
[39] Tables 3 and 4 present the results of the average plateau normals measured by different spacecraft during different current sheet crossings and lists the spacecraft separation vectors (rounded to nearest ten) projected along Average Plateau Normals (APN). The time denotes the reference interval for reference normal (see Appendix A for more details) and approximate central current sheet time at the middle of each nested segment. The M value lists the segment used for plateau normal calculation. If no good plateau normal is obtained the time interval and normal yielding the best eigenvalue ratio is marked. For interval 1924 For interval :50-1925 :12 UT, the intermediate direction of the MVAE normal is marked because it seems that maximum and intermediate eigenvector of MVAE test had switched places.
Magnetosphere-Cavity Transition
[40] The first crossing is the magnetosphere-cavity (MSP-DMC) transition that occurs gradually at all spacecraft. For sc1 this transition is from 1848:00-1851:35 UT and both MVAE and MFR yield a stable plateau normal with very similar eigenvectors which have a dominant x component of 0.96. The MVAB test has the smallest eigenvalue ratio but the normal is still not significantly different from those calculated from MVAE and MFR tests: the angle between MVAB normal and MFR normal is ∼9°. Sc1 is briefly swept back to the magnetosphere due to pressure increase at ∼1853-1855 UT after which it returns back to cavity when dynamic pressure decreases measuring a normal (although still with the largest x component) tilted more toward positive z direction. Sc4 which is at lower altitude and further duskside observes at 1836-1853 UT also stable MFR and MVAE normals with largest x component (0.95 and 0.97, respectively), but now the normals are tilted more toward positive y direction than measured at sc1 location (the normal from MVAB test has the lowest eigenvalue ratio and yields a completely different normal: the angle between MVAB and MFR normal is ∼84°). Sc2 which is furthest dawnward also observes a normal with largest x component but now with a strong tilt toward negative y direction. For sc3 which is at lowest altitude and between sc1 and sc2 in y direction, the transition from MSP to cavity occurs last at 1903-1917 UT and it also observes the largest x component but now the normal is slightly tilted toward positive y and negative z direction. The observations of normals with the largest x component and tilt toward positive (negative) z direction at higher (lower) altitude are consistent with Cluster location with respect to magnetic field line topology from the T89 model (see Figure 13 and discussion on the cavity structure). The differing y components of the normals indicate that magnetosphere-cavity boundary has curvature in x -y plane within spacecraft separation.
[41] By 1915 UT all the spacecraft have moved from magnetosphere into cavity which allows us to calculate the minimum extent of the cavity by choosing the maximum value of projected spacecraft pair distances along various directions. From now on we discuss only the projected distances along the plateau normals (if they exists) obtained with the test that returns best eigenvalue ratios during plateau observations. The maximum extent (width) along sc3 normal vector [0.94, 0.16, −0.30] (sc3 and sc4 separation projected along this normal) is 4680 km and 6090 km along sc1 normal vector (see Table 3 ). The projection of sc4 and sc3 separation vector along z direction of the cavity at 1915 UT is 5440 km. The extent along x direction (projection of sc4 and sc3 separation vectors along x direction) is 5230 km and along y direction 4170 km which is measured between sc2 and sc4. The actual extent of the cavity may be even larger than this as sc1 and sc4 move from cavity into magnetosheath at ∼1917 UT due to enhanced dynamic pressure (see Figure 2k) . Although the dynamic pressure shows lots of variations, the average pressure is much higher during the magnetosheath interval compared to cavity interval.
First Cavity-Magnetosheath Transition
[42] Velocity and magnetic field data indicate that the transition from diamagnetic cavity to the magnetosheath occurs almost simultaneously for sc1 and sc4, except that for sc1 the gradients are slightly sharper. However, the temperature data shows that sc1 leads sc4 by 1 min in the transition. Table 1 indicates that for sc1 this transition satisfies the reconnection criteria, suggesting that diamagnetic cavity-magnetosheath (DMC-MSH) boundary is a rotational discontinuity. The orientation of this DMC-MSH boundary is tilted more toward positive z direction compared to MSP-DMC boundary. The MVAE test returns eigenvectors with the best eigenvalue ratios for plateau normals. Figure 1 indicates that sc1 and sc4 separation vector is almost perpendicular to these normals in x − z plane, which at first would seem to explain why an increased dynamic pressure would move the DMC-MSH boundary over these spacecraft nearly simultaneously. However, sc2 is much closer to sc1 and sc4 along these boundary normals compared to mutual separation between sc1 and sc4, so it is surprising that it enters to the magnetosheath about 3 min later than sc4. This can be either if the cavity-magnetosheath boundary is further outward at the location of sc2 or the cavity boundary moves toward negative y direction instead of purely along boundary normal direction. The strong peak at solar wind dynamic pressure coincides with sc2 transition into the magnetosheath which may explain the sideways motion of the cavity boundary. Sc3 remains in the cavity during the entire cavity interval which allows us to calculate the minimum extent of the cavity along the boundary normals measured by sc1, sc2 and sc4. These depths are 6060, 5940 and 6100 km for sc1, sc2 and sc4, respectively. However, it is unclear how far below sc3 the cavity actually extends.
Observations of Cavity-Like Plasma During Magnetosheath Intervals
[43] During the magnetosheath interval at ∼1917-1952 UT, spacecraft have brief encounters with the cavity-like plasma. At 1924 At :18-1925 UT as the dynamic pressure drops from a peak value measured at ∼1922:00 UT, the magnetopause moves outward and sc4 drops briefly back into cavity-like plasma characterized by depressed field, increased plasma temperature of 10-11 MK and departure from magnetosheath-like flow. RAPID data in Figure 4 show significant fluxes of ∼200 keV electrons, ∼300 keV protons and ∼400 keV Helium (we cannot say whether this is Helium+ or Helium ++) during this interval. See Nykyri et al. (submitted manuscript, 2010) for detailed analysis of high-energy particle observations. Tables 1 and 2 indicate that parts of this interval satisfy the reconnection criteria for sc4 indicating that this signature is a rotational discontinuity.
[44] The magenta colored column in Figure 9a shows plasma and magnetic field measurements, and Figure , earthward (decreasing z) and dawnward (toward negative y) from reconnection site at the duskside of the cusp. We have compared the plasma and magnetic field observations by sc4 with 2.5-D MHD simulations of the FTE. The simulation code and application for dayside reconnection is explained by Nykyri et al. [2003b] and Otto [1995] and here it is run for the magnetic field and plasma parameters observed during magnetosheath/cavity crossing in high-altitude cusp: number density is normalized to 10/cm 3 , magnetic field, B 0 is 50 nT, Alfvén speed is 345 km/s, length scale, L 0 , is 400 km and time unit, t 0 is 1.16 s. The density is higher on magnetosheath side and magnetic field is larger on magnetospheric side. Figures 10a and 10b show simulation results (see caption of Figure 10 for more details) at t = 159.96 t 0 and at t = 219.97 t 0 together with the cartoon in Figure 10c depicting the FTE geometry together with sc4 trajectory relative to FTE structure.
[45] The normal component of magnetic field and plasma velocity in Figures 10a and 10b is the x component in simulation units and the FTE is propagating toward positive z direction. The x coordinate of the simulation box corresponds roughly to z GSM , the z coordinate of the simulation box corresponds roughly to direction of the de HoffmanTeller frame velocity which is mostly into direction of x GSM and −y GSM , the y coordinate of the simulation box goes into the paper (right-handed coordinate system) and points roughly out of the FTE cartoon (Figure 10c ) tilted more toward y GSM . The simulation indicates that the reconnection flow is stronger on the magnetospheric side of the reconnected field line consistent with Cluster observations and that magnetic field is rather weak inside the FTE (green bubble). This region of depressed field essentially is the diamagnetic cavity.
[46] The MVAB analysis (Figure 9b) gives the best eigenvalue ratio for the interval 1924:18-1925:16 UT and shows a clearly polarized ellipse in maximum intermediate plane. The normal is [0.38, 0.0, 0.92] so it is mostly along positive z GSM direction tilted slightly toward positive x GSM , which corresponds to x component in simulation coordinates. Projecting the average magnetosheath magnetic field, [−40.16, 34.55, 20.25] nT measured by sc4 between 1922 and 1924 UT along the boundary normal direction yields a normal component of 3.42 nT. A cut along the x direction at z = 25 in Figure 10b (mimicking sc4 trajectory over this structure (see yellow path in Figure 10c )) shows first a normal component that is closely zero but then it becomes negative inside the FTE. Rotating Cluster data into boundary normal coordinates shows that inside FTE the normal component becomes negative reaching the maximum value of −14 nT. Also the magnetic field along the intermediate variance direction which is mostly along y direction changes from positive to negative. This corresponds to the color coded out of the plane magnetic field component (b y ) in Figure 10 which shows that it also changes from positive to negative as one crosses from magnetosheath into the FTE (the color code changes from negative to positive because positive y points into the paper). These observations are in excellent agreement with the simulations of a FTE which support our hypothesis that sc4 indeed crosses into diamagnetic cavity bounded by the FTE structure between 1924:18-1925:16 UT. Note that during the entire sheath interval sc3 remains in the cavity and observes similar plasma and magnetic field characteristics during part of the FTE interval as sc4. The sc3 separation from sc4 projected along boundary normals (for the tests yielding the best eigenvalue ratios) measured by sc4 at the inbound and outbound transition of this FTE (see Table 3 ) varies between 3660-3920 km which indicates that cavity may be extending at least 3660 km below sc4 along boundary normal direction. The separation between sc3 and sc4 along normal, [0.38, 0.0, 0.92] , measured during the entire FTE interval is even larger, 4180 km. The separation between sc4 and sc3 during this interval is 6220 km.
[47] An immediate question is if this FTE is releasing hot magnetospheric or magnetosheath plasma into cavity or does the FTE open up the cavity and let cavity-like plasma escape antiparallel to magnetic field. The ion distribution functions are presented in Figure 11 , and Figure 10c shows a cartoon depicting the FTE geometry together with letters a-g marking the intervals when the distribution functions were observed relative to FTE structure along sc4 trajectory. In the following we will describe the magnetic field and plasma observations along sc4 orbit at points a-g and utilizing information presented in Figures 9-11. [48] 1. At 1924:04 UT (point a; see Figure 11a ) sc4 is in the magnetosheath field line that has not yet reconnected and has negative b x , positive b y and b z , and a magnetosheath-like flow of ∼−200 km/s. The ion distribution function is showing in addition to the typical D-shaped magnetosheath population a higher-energy population at very oblique and perpendicular pitch angles, some of which are propagating antiparallel to the magnetic field. These high-energy particles with velocities of ∼1000 km/s could either be particles that are trapped in the cavity but are observed in the limited region in the magnetosheath due to their larger gyroradius or they could be particles of bow shock origin. Indeed it has been shown that quasi-parallel bow shock maps to the cusp during this event (K. Trattner et al., Cluster observations of bow shock energetic ion transport through the magnetosheath into the cusp, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2010). The gyroradius of the proton that is trapped in the cavity at 10 nT field and has perpendicular velocity of 1000 km/s is 1044 km, so it is quite possible that these trapped cavity particles are observed in the limited region at the magnetosheath up to 1000 km from cavity boundary.
[49] If indeed sc4 is on the field line that has not yet reconnected, the positive parallel distribution at higher energies could be of bow shock origin. However, bow shock source would not explain the high-energy, antiparallel population.
[50] 2. At 1924:15 UT (point b; see Figure 11b ) sc4 is closer to the cavity boundary on magnetosheath (MSH) field line and shows a more pronounced butterfly shape of the distribution.
[51] 3. At 1924:27 UT (point c; see Figure 11c ) sc4 encounters the field line at the outer edge of the DMC: magnetic field starts to rotate, plasma temperature starts to increase and the distribution shows a large quantity of particles up to 1000 km/s streaming also antiparallel to magnetic field. The high-energy proton fluxes are larger and there is a significant increase in perpendicular energy.
[52] 4. By 1924:39 UT (point d; see Figure 11d ) sc4 moves deeper into DMC and observes a more symmetric distribution function with enhanced high-energy fluxes. The magnetic field becomes more distorted from magnetosheath values and is close to its minimum value observed at 1924:36 UT. The proton gyroradius in this weak field region is larger than the gradient of the boundary which is calculated to be 810-1330 km (separation between sc2 and sc4 along boundary normal directions calculated during the crossing of the FTE structure, see Table 3 ). The protons become strongly nonadiabatic and can be pitch angle scattered into the loss cone. This is qualitatively consistent with the observed distribution function which shows that the loss cone is filled, which enables cavity particles to leak into magnetosheath or ionosphere. However, because the magnetic field in the cavity is much weaker than in the magnetosphere or magnetosheath, the loss cone is small. Particles with oblique pitch angles are outside the loss cone and are trapped.
[53] Applying the conservation of the first adiabatic invariant for electrons, shows that the loss cone into the magnetosheath or magnetosphere is extremely narrow and the electron pitch angle distributions show that the majority of the electrons are trapped (Nykyri et al., submitted manuscript, 2010) .
[54] 5. At 1924:51 UT (point e; see Figure 11e ) sc4 is still inside DMC and observes higher fluxes of more energetic particles streaming antiparallel than parallel to magnetic field. The loss cone is still filled.
[55] 6. At 1925:03 (point f; see Figure 11f ) sc4 is close to DMC-MSH boundary and observes the more typical magnetosheath distribution but also more higher-energy particles at oblique pitch angles and energetic beam propagating antiparallel to this field.
[56] 7. At 1925:15 (point g; see Figure 11g ) sc4 has moved into magnetosheath and observes a magnetosheath- like distribution but still some fluxes antiparallel to magnetic field.
[57] 8. At 1925:28 UT ( Figure 11h ) and 1925:39 UT (Figure 11i ) sc4 has moved closer to the DMC-MSH boundary due to decrease in dynamic pressure of solar wind so the distributions show more higher-energy particles similar to those observed at points a and b.
[58] Figure 12 shows a summary of these sheath interval observations measured by sc4 (see caption for more details). Proton pitch angles vary from 0°to 180°showing clearly more fluxes antiparallel to magnetic field at 1924:18-1925:16 UT which is the first sheath interval exhibiting the FTE signature. In addition this interval shows enhanced fluxes of 10-20 keV O+ ions at 0°-90°pitch angles at the beginning of the interval (corresponding to locations c and d in Figure 10 ) and 10-40 keV fluxes at 90°-180°pitch angles during the exit from the cavity (corresponding to locations e and f in Figure 10 ).
[59] O+ could come from magnetosphere into the cavity but because during the beginning of interval the sc4 is on field lines c and d in Figure 10 , the population of magnetospheric origin should propagate antiparallel to magnetic field, not parallel. The fact that this is not observed indicates that O+ could originate from DMC. Indeed, during the rest of the magnetosheath crossing, most 30-40 keV O+ is at 60°-120°pitch angles, which would be consistent with leakage from DMC due to large gyroradius of energetic O+.
[60] For the interval corresponding to field lines e and f sc4 observes a trapped population and particles propagating antiparallel to magnetic field which could be of cavity or magnetospheric origin. Note that the O+ fluxes at ∼180°p itch angles at 1924:51-1925:04 UT are larger and at higher energies than at other pitch angles and also coexist with the maximum antiparallel proton fluxes. This signature indicates that the source region for O+ and H+ fluxes during this interval may be the same and based on lack of antiparallel O+ fluxes during the beginning of the interval the most likely source is the DMC. Chang et al. [2000] showed that there are two types of energetic ions observed in the magnetosheath, one type for H+, He++, and O >2+ and the other for He+. Based on spectral properties they suggested that the acceleration region for He+ ions is different from the one(s) for He++, and O >2+ ions that were of solar wind origin. Unfortunately the RAPID instrument cannot distinguish the charge state of the observed He ions, so we cannot say whether the observed He ions were of solar wind or ionospheric origin. However, the singly ionized energetic O+ ions have been observed in the DMCs before and they are thought to be of ionospheric origin [Chen and Fritz, 2001] . [61] For protons the pitch angle scattering fills the loss cone on a time scale that is faster than the time scale one would see the loss cone emptied. On the other hand, the pitch angle scattering for oxygen within one gyroperiod can get O+ either parallel or antiparallel to magnetic field and can be either swept into ionosphere or lost into magnetosheath. These asymmetric O+ distributions are also observed during other DMC intervals which may suggest that O+ can be energized in the DMC and portion of the distribution can be lost either into the ionosphere or magnetosheath via pitch angle scattering.
[62] We think that the highly oblique and perpendicular high-energy populations that are observed at the boundaries at the DMC could be either the high-energy particles trapped in the cavity but that are observed due to their higher gyroradius at the cavity boundary or they could originate from the bow shock. The large fluxes of ions streaming antiparallel to the magnetic field at 1924:27 UT are ions escaping the DMC: they appear only 12 s after the observations of streaming in distribution on the field line that is just about to reconnect and the counter streaming population is immediately present when the field line is opened. A particle with 500 km/s travels 6000 km in 12 s, so it is unlikely that these could be particles that enter the cavity from the magnetosheath, propagate to mirror point and reflect back. If this was the case, the mirror point should be only 3000 km below sc4. Considering the z coordinate for sc4 is ∼53000 km this is very unlikely. We also showed that sc3 has remained in the cavity during the entire sheath interval so the cavity with hot plasma extends likely at least 3660 km along boundary normal direction and 6220 km from sc4 toward sc3, so the cavity is the closest reservoir to explain the immediate presence of these antiparallel particles.
[63] Also during remaining of the magnetosheath interval sc4 remains close to the cavity boundary: it continues to measure lower v x compared to sc1 that is at higher z coordinate than sc4. Note that as sc4 travels at the vicinity of the DMC boundary in the magnetosheath, it continues to observe the 20-40 keV oxygen ions at very oblique pitch angles. This further supports the idea that oxygen ions of cavity origin are observed in the magnetosheath due to their large gyroradius.
[64] Sc4 has another encounter of hotter cavity-like plasma with reduced v x and b t between 1940:24-1942:03 UT and sc1 observes this region of hotter plasma at 1941:42-1942:30 UT. Any parts of this sc4 interval are not picked up by the automated search for reconnection intervals. The Walén relation and HT frames are poorly satisfied at both edges of this structure for sc4, which may indicate that sc4 is not fully crossing the reconnected field line. However, throughout this interval sc4 is measuring ion distribution functions (not shown) similar to Figures 11c and 11e which indicates that it might be observing particles on field line that reconnected recently in the past and therefore shows both parallel and antiparallel population. Interestingly, the antiparallel population is at higher energies than the parallel population (D shape is larger at quadrants 3 and 4 compared to quadrants 1 and 2). For sc1 the Walén relation and HT frame velocity are well satisfied at the inbound edge of this structure at 1941:45-1942:10 UT (see Table 2 ) and it observes a distribution function where the parallel population is dominating but the antiparallel population at higher energy is immediately present at 1941:53 UT and gets stronger at the center of this interval. The boundary normals measured by sc1 and sc4 during these intervals (see Table 4 ) are now tilted more toward x direction compared to previous sheath interval. Sc3 that remains in the cavity during the sheath interval is located 4290-5230 km (4920-5230 km) below sc4 (sc1) along the boundary normal directions measured by sc4 (sc1). Note that now the sc1 rather than sc2 is closer to sc4 along these boundary normal directions measured by sc1 and sc4. The high-energy particles signatures during these sheath intervals are discussed elsewhere (Nykyri et al., submitted manuscript, 2010) .
Magnetosheath-Cavity Transition
[65] Figure 2 shows that as the dynamic pressure of the SW drops by 30%, all spacecraft that were in the magnetosheath are swept back into cavity at ∼1952 UT. Note that the IMF is rotating from northward to southward so the reconnection site moves to the sunward side of the duskside cusp and the region of depressed field forms now more sunward compared to the first cavity interval. At the magnetosheath cavity boundary there is a FTE signature observed by sc1, sc2 and sc4. The orientation of the boundary normal measured during the longer interval at ∼1945:00-2000 UT from the magnetosheath into the second cavity interval is quite similar (except for one test with poor eigenvalue ratio) at sc1, sc2 and sc4 (interval 6 in Table 4 ) and also similar to the orientation of the boundary during the second sheath interval (interval 5 in Table 4 
Cavity-Magnetosheath Transition
[66] After 2000 UT the dynamic pressure starts to increase and finally after few oscillations as it reaches the peak value of 4.4 nPa at 2015 UT, all spacecraft move back to the magnetosheath. This final transition into magnetosheath shows more variability in boundary structure within Cluster separation. Sc1 and sc2 measure similar normals (for the tests with best eigenvalue ratios) that are tilted more toward x direction compared to the previous interval: for example, the normal measured by sc2 is [0.70, −0.11, 0.70]. Sc3 and sc4 that are below sc1 and sc2 along the z direction measure higher z components of the normals. For example, sc4 MVAB normal is [0.60, −0.22, 0.77] . When the dynamic pressure reduces again after 2015 UT sc4 briefly drops back into the region of more depressed field. At first it may seem surprising that as the dynamic pressure reaches the bottom value of ∼3 nPa at ∼2025 UT none of the spacecraft are swept back into cavity. This is because now the IMF has returned back northward so the reconnection site is moved back tailward of the duskside cusp (see Figure 3 for the motion of the diamagnetic cavity with respect to IMF orientation), so the DMC is expected more tailward.
Summary of the Large-Scale Cavity Structure
[67] Summary of the boundary normal analysis is shown in Figure 13 (see Figure 13 caption for more details). The normals for MSP-DMC transition are plotted at each spacecraft location corresponding to the time at the beginning of the data interval used for normal determination. For example, the first transition for sc1 occurs between 1848 and 1851:35 UT, so we have plotted the normal in xz plane at 1848 UT along sc1 trajectory. Normals for DMC-MSH transition are plotted at each spacecraft location at the end of each crossing, normals for MSH-DMC transition are plotted at the center of the each crossing and the normals for the last DMC-MSH transition are plotted ∼10 min before the end of the analysis interval because the end of the interval is already quite far in the magnetosheath. We chose to plot the normals at these times because the interval lengths for normal determination using the stability analysis are different for each crossing and sometimes the central time of the interval is far off from the time when spacecraft actually enter (leave) a new (the old) region.
[68] In addition to boundary normals we have plotted short black lines perpendicular to each normal in order to better visualize the boundary structure. The curvature of the magnetosphere cavity boundary agrees quite nicely with the field line curvature from T89 model. The angle between sc1 MSP-DMC and DMC-MSH normals is 35.9°and is denoted as the wedge angle. Sc1, sc2 and sc4 travel to the magnetosheath ∼1921 UT and when IMF starts turning southward ∼1952 UT sc1, sc2 and sc4 reencounter the cavity more sunward. Note that sc3 remains in the cavity the entire time indicating that the new cavity must overlap with the old one. By 2025 UT all spacecraft get into magnetosheath. Note that Figure 13 illustrates the cavity structure only in xz plane. Tables 3 and 4 indicate that boundary normals for these crossings can have sometimes significant y components.
Conclusions and Discussion
[69] In the present study we have analyzed Cluster spacecraft data during a diamagnetic cavity (DMC) crossing at the northern high-altitude cusp characterized by depressed magnetic field and magnetic field fluctuations. The diamagnetic cavity is a highly dynamic region and its location is dependent on the IMF orientation and dynamic pressure. In this section we conclude the main findings of the study and discuss the viability of different sources for high-energy particles.
[70] 1. We have demonstrated that as the IMF changes from northward to southward, the diamagnetic cavity re-forms more sunward. We found fluid and particle evidence of magnetic reconnection that showed flux tubes moving tailward during southward IMF and sunward during northward IMF. Most of the reconnection signatures were consistent with lobe reconnection and subsolar reconnection, but also some puzzling intervals with negative slopes were found (see section 4.3).
[71] 2. The orientations of the boundary normals measured by Cluster are tilted mostly sunward for magnetospherecavity (MSP-DMC) boundary and get tilted more toward z direction for cavity-magnetosheath (DMC-MSH) boundary.
[72] 3. The extent of the cavity along the MSP-DMC normal direction at sc3 is at least 4680 km and 6090 km at sc1. The extent of the first cavity along DMC-MSH normal at sc4 location is at least 6100 km.
[73] 4. The cavity is filled with high-energy electrons, protons and oxygen ions and high-energy particle fluxes drop several orders of magnitude as spacecraft cross into the magnetosheath.
[74] 5. At the magnetosheath the ion distribution functions show a typical magnetosheath population with no highenergy particles but closer to the DMC boundary a higherenergy population at very oblique pitch angles becomes present.
[75] 6. Throughout the magnetosheath, the high-energy proton fluxes remained low except during brief intervals when sc4 and sc1 dropped back into cavity due to changes in solar wind dynamic pressure. However, the high-energy O+ fluxes did not drop as much in the magnetosheath as the proton fluxes and were mostly at 60°-120°pitch angles, consistent with leakage from DMC due to large gyroradius of the oxygen ions.
[76] 7. Comparison between sc4 data during the brief cavity encounter at 1924 UT and 2.5 D MHD simulations indicates that this interval exhibits a FTE structure. RAPID data shows that this FTE is filled with high-energy electrons, protons and helium and CODIF data showed that in addition to H+ also O+ ions at higher energy are present. Inside the FTE significant fluxes of energized protons and oxygen ions were propagating antiparallel to the magnetic Figure 13 . Cavity structure determined from Cluster boundary normal analysis in the xz plane superposed on the T89 model. Boundary normals from Tables 3 and 4 are plotted along sc1 (black), sc2 (red), and sc4 (blue) orbits at times corresponding to (1) magnetosphere-cavity, (2) DMCmagnetosheath, (3) magnetosheath-cavity, and (4) DMCmagnetosheath crossings. For sc3 only crossings 1 and 4 are marked as it remains in the cavity up to ∼2025 UT. The angle between sc1 normals for crossings 1 and 2 is 35.9°and is denoted as the wedge angle. The thick yellow line shows the sc3 trajectory between 1800 and 2100 UT. Approximate cavity and magnetosheath areas are shaded with light magenta and light blue, respectively. field, and the antiparallel protons appeared immediately when sc4 encountered the reconnected field line, consistent more with the local DMC source than reflected bow shock source. This further demonstrates that the formation of the DMC is controlled by magnetic reconnection, which generates freshly reconnected flux tubes that subsequently end up as stagnant fossil flux tubes in the DMC that had reconnected some time ago. So the extended DMCs are formed by various reconnected flux tubes, where the newly generated flux is modifying the existing DMC. It is shown here that when IMF was first northward the DMC formed more tailward and as IMF turned southward the new cavity formed more sunward but overlapping with the old cavity as sc3 remained in the cavity the entire time.
[77] 8. The large-amplitude "turbulence" observed in the cavity can be a consequence of spacecraft crossing flux tubes generated by the reconnection process (see, for example, fluctuating magnetic field during reconnection intervals in Figures 5, 8, and 9 ) and back and forth motion of the boundaries over the spacecraft (see repeated transitions for sc1 from magnetosphere to cavity due to dynamic pressure variations of solar wind at 1845-1905 UT in Figure 2 ). Three things can contribute to this relative motion over the flux tubes: (1) spacecraft motion, (2) flux tube motion, and (3) motion of the entire DMC due to highly variable dynamic pressure of the solar wind. The more detailed description on the analysis of magnetic field fluctuations in the cavity is given by Nykyri et al. [2011] .
[78] The origin of high-energy particles in the cusp diamagnetic cavities has been a long-standing and controversial topic. The present study does not exclude the bow shock or magnetospheric source for energetic ions but rather adds new constraints to these sources:
[79] 1. At the very close vicinity to the DMC boundary there are some particles streaming parallel but also antiparallel to magnetosheath field lines. If the antiparallel energetic population is on the magnetosheath field line that has not yet reconnected these particles cannot directly originate from quasi-parallel bow shock.
[80] 2. The region of energetic protons forms a very narrow layer at the magnetosheath close to DMC boundary characterized by butterfly shape distribution function at high energies continuing to antiparallel direction. This signature in the magnetosheath can be caused by the leakage of energetic particles to the magnetosheath due to their large gyroradius. The fact that fluxes of high-energy (20-40 keV) O+ are observed during most of the magnetosheath crossing at very oblique pitch angles is also consistent with DMC source, since the O+ has larger gyroradius than H+.
[81] 3. Because the field in the DMC is weak, the loss cone into the magnetosheath and magnetosphere is small. Therefore, the adiabatic access from magnetosheath or magnetosphere would not explain the trapped population with closely perpendicular pitch angles observed in the cavity.
[82] 4. Previous studies [e.g., Chang et al., 1998 Chang et al., , 2000 Trattner et al., 2001] have not quantitatively shown the width of the magnetosheath layer surrounding the DMC that maps to the quasi-parallel bow shock. Determining the width of this layer along the cavity boundary normal direction is important as it would help clarify the energetic ion source: if this width is wider than the gradients, L (for example, sc1 and sc4 separation along boundary normal at ∼1924 UT is around 1200-2470 km), calculated in this paper (Tables 3 and 4) , then the high-energy particle fluxes should not drop in distance L (see Nykyri et al., submitted manuscript, 2010) , if the energetic ion source for the DMC is the quasi-parallel bow shock.
[83] 5. Bow shock source does not explain the energetic electrons (see Figure 4 , top) and O+ ions (see second panel in Figure 12 ) observed in the cavity.
[84] Our detailed analysis of high-energy particle observations from RAPID instrument during this event implies even stronger constraints for magnetospheric and magnetosheath sources (Nykyri et al., submitted manuscript, 2010) . Based on these constraints the most simple explanation on the origin for high-energy particles observed in the DMC is the local source. We will also discuss the acceleration mechanism that works both for electrons and protons in the work by Nykyri et al. (submitted manuscript, 2010) .
Appendix A: Example Calculation of Boundary Normals and Error Estimates
[85] Examination of the Cluster data indicates that boundary crossings and areas surrounding the crossings at the high-altitude cusp are not smooth but show fluctuations at different frequencies. Therefore the calculations of the boundary normals are sensitive to the length of the window that is used in variance analysis. In order to test the time stationarity and calculate the error estimates of the MVAB, MVAE and MFR normals and normal component of B field we have utilized a technique described by Sonnerup and Scheible [1998] . Figure A1a illustrates an example of a calculation of a reference normal using MVAB, MVAE and MFR tests, Figure A1b shows time stationarity of MVAE normals measured by sc1 during a current sheet crossing centered at 1918:30 UT, and Figure A1c shows spacecraft separations along sc1 plateau normals. Figures A1b (middle) and A1b (bottom) show the angular deviations, D 13 and D 12 (in radians) between individual normal x 1 and the reference normal x 1 ′ = [0.66, 0.44, 0.61] toward x 3 ′ and x 2 ′, respectively, where the set (x 1 ′, x 2 ′, x 3 ′ ) is specified in Figure A1a (middle). The Plateau (light blue column) is Figure A2 . Illustration of calculation of D 13 : deviation between individual normal x 3 and the reference normal x 3 ′ toward x 1 ′.
